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Separatrices for C" actions on 3-manifolds

Julio C. Rebelo and Helena Reis*

Abstract. We prove the existence of a separatrix for the codimension 1 singular foliation spanned
by two commuting holomorphic vector fields on a neighborhood of the origin in C A
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1. Introduction

The problem of the existence of Separatrices is a central theme in the local theory of
singular holomorphic foliations. On a neighborhood of a singularity in dimension 2,
the existence of Separatrices was settled in [C-S] completing a classical work of Briot
and Bouquet. Here a separatrix for a singular holomorphic foliation is by definition
an (germ of) analytic curve passing through the singularity and invariant under the fo-
liation in question. However, as we increase the dimension and consider foliations on
manifolds having dimension equal to 3, it becomes necessary to distinguish between
foliations of dimension 1 and foliations of dimension 2 (or of codimension 1). By
using local coordinates, we can place ourselves on a neighborhood of the origin in C ^.

Then, in the case of a 1-dimensional foliation, a separatrix still is an (germ of) analytic
curve passing through the origin and invariant by the foliation. As to codimension 1

foliations, a separatrix in this context should be understood as a germ of surface (i.e.
2-dimensional analytic set) passing through the origin and invariant by the foliation.
Unfortunately, the existence of Separatrices is no longer valid for all foliations as

above. In [GM-L] the reader will find examples of 1-dimensional foliations without
Separatrices. For codimension 1 foliations the existence of counterexamples goes
back to Jouanolou [J-l]. By studying the existence of invariant curves for foliations
in the complex projective plane, it is easy to produce examples of codimension 1

foliations without Separatrices as it will be discussed below. The existence of separa-
trices for codimension 1 foliations was also the object of the remarkable papers [Ca],

*The second author is partially supported by Fundagäo para a Ciencia e Tecnologia (FCT) through CMUP
and through the Post-Doc grant SFRH/BPD/34596/2007.
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[C-C] where it is proved, in particular, that a non-dicritical codimension 1 foliation
on a neighborhood of C ^ always possesses a separatrix (for the definition of non-
dicritical foliation see Section 2). As it follows from the preceding discussion, the set

of foliations that fail to be non-d/cnY/caZ is not negligible. For completeness, let us
also mention the work of Sancho de Salas [S] concerning invariant sets for a vector
field having a singularity of high codimension. Similarly Stolovitch has investigated
normal forms for certain families of commuting vector Heids having rank at least 2

and their applications to the existence of invariant sets [St].
In the present paper we consider codimension 1 foliations that are generated by

an action of of rank 2 on a complex manifold of dimension 3. More precisely we
shall work on a neighborhood of the origin in C^. In this local setting, we consider
the foliation spanned by two commuting holomorphic vector Heids that are linearly
independent at generic points. The main result of this paper is as follows.

Main Theorem. Cons/der /zo/omorp/z/c vecfor^Zds X, 7 on o n^ZgZzfeorZzooJ

o/TZZ£ ong/n o/C^. fZzey commnte onJ ZZn^orZy zndependenf of

genenc po/nfs so fZzof fZzey spon o coJZm^ns/on 1 /oZZof/on denoted Zry <©. TTzen <©

possesses o seporofnx

Note that the foliation <£) can be much more degenerate than the vector Heids X, 7
themselves since their £-jets may coincide to an order higher than the first non-trivial
homogeneous component of X, 7. This is a considerable source of difficulty in the

proof of our theorem. Also, if <© is defined by the differential 1-form induced by
the vector product of X, 7, this form may have a Singular set of codimension 1 even

though the Singular sets of X, 7 are of codimension > 2.

An interesting application of the above theorem concerns the case of a C ^-action

having rank 2 on a complex manifold of dimension 3. By a rank 2 action, it is

simply meant an action of whose orbits have dimension 2 at generic points. On
a neighborhood of a Singular point for this action, the vector Heids X, 7 can, in
addition, be chosen semi-complete. A good deal of information about these vector
Heids can then be derived from their restrictions to the separatrix of <£) since semi-

complete vector Heids in dimension 2 are well understood. A particularly remarkable

example of this Situation can be found in [G]. This example was first discovered

by Lins-Neto [LN] in connection with the so-called Painleve problem, whereas the

corresponding geometry and dynamics was described in [G]. It consists of choosing
X, 7 respectively as the vector fields

9 9 9
Zoo 2Z2(-Zi + Z3)- b (3zJ — zf)-— + 2Z3Z2 —,dzi 0Z2 0Z3

9 9 9
Zo (-3z? + zf + 2Z1Z3)- 1- 2z2(-3zi + 2Z3)- 1- 2z3(3zi - Z3) —.

OZi 0Z2 0Z3
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These vector fields correspond to an action of on a suitable 3-manifold. The

family spanned by them is such that a generic element has an isolated singularity at the

origin. Yet some elements, such as possesses a Singular set with codimension 2.

Let us now indicate how to construct numerous examples of codimension 1

foliations on a neighborhood of (0,0,0) e without Separatrices. Consider
a homogeneous polynomial vector field Z defined on and having an isolated

singularity at (0,0,0) e C^. Unless Z is a multiple of the radial vector field
R x3/3x + y3/3y + z3/3z, it induces a 1-dimensional holomorphic foliation
Fc?(2) of dimension 1 on CP(2). Conversely every 1-dimensional foliation on

CP(2) is induced by a homogeneous vector field onCl Next we consider the 2-
dimensional distribution of planes on C ^ which is spanned by Z and by R. The Euler
relation (Equation 3) shows that Z, R generates a Lie algebra isomorphic to the Lie
algebra of the affine group. The corresponding distribution is therefore integrable
and hence yields a codimension 1 foliation that is going to be denoted by 5). Clearly
the punctual blow-up <£) of <£> does not leave the exceptional divisor tt"* (0) invariant
(for details see Lemma 1). In fact, the intersections of the leaves of <£) with tt~*(0)
coincide with the leaves of p(2)-

As far as the existence of Separatrices for <£) is concerned, the upshot of the

preceding construction is as follows: if <£) possesses a separatrix, the tangent cone
of this separatrix yields an algebraic curve in tt"* (0) which must be invariant under
•^c P(2)- Nonetheless it is known that, in a very strong sense, most choices of Z leads

to a foliation fc?(2) that does not leave any proper analytic set invariant (cf. for
example [LN-S], [L-R]). As a result the codimension 1 foliation obtained by means
of Z, R, for a generic choice of Z, does not have Separatrices. We also note that, for
these examples, no separatrix can be produced by adding "higher order terms" to <£).

To show that this phenomenon cannot take place in our context, we shall consider
the intersection of our codimension 1 foliation with a given component of the ex-
ceptional divisor. Unless this component is invariant by the codimension 1 foliation,
this intersection defines a foliation of dimension 1 on it. Except for some rather

special situations that are already "linear" in a suitable sense, we are going to show
that all the leaves of the latter foliation are properly embedded (in particular they
are compact provided that the mentioned component of the exceptional divisor is

so). This Statement is, indeed, equivalent to saying that the corresponding foliation
admits a non-constant meromorphic first integral as it follows from [J-2]. In general
we shall directly work with the existence of a non-constant meromorphic first inte-
gral for foliations as above. Next we will be led to consider the special situations of
"linear" foliations that may not possess any non-constant meromorphic first integral.
Fortunately in these cases the existence of a separatrix can be established by more
direct methods. An example of a "linear case" would consist of a pair of vector fields

Y, 7 with Y linear and 7 equal to the radial vector field x3/3x + y3/3y + z3/3z.
These two vector fields commute and span a codimension 1 foliation whose (punctual)
blow-up at the origin does not leave the corresponding exceptional divisor invariant.
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Furthermore the foliation induced on the corresponding exceptional divisor by the

mentioned blown-up foliation coincides with the foliation induced on C P(2) by A.
In particular X can be chosen so that the "generic" leaf is not compact. However,
in this Situation the foliation induced by X on C P (2) still has a compact leaf which
"immediately" leads to the existence of the desired separatrix. Apart from these so-
called "linear situations", the fact that the above mentioned leaves are all compact
will be obtained by exploiting the mutual symmetries of X, 7 yielded by their com-
mutativity and by the fact that their proper transform should vanish identically over
the whole exceptional divisor.

A similar example concerning blow-ups centered at a curve (as opposed to a Single

point) was pointed out to us by D. Cerveau. It serves to illustrate both the problem
about the existence of first integrals as above and the Contents of Lemmas 2 and 5

which are crucial for establishing the existence of these first integrals. This example

goes as follows. Consider the pair of vector fields A, 7 given by

9
9

9
9

9 9I Z}>- + Z - and r x— +axy —.
9y 9z 9x 9y

These two vector fields commute and span a codimension 2 foliation denoted by
<©. They also leave the axis {y z 0} invariant. Consider the blow-up of
<£), A, 7 centered over {y z 0}. The transform <© of <© does not leave
the exceptional divisor invariant. Furthermore the leaves of the foliation induced
on the non-compact exceptional divisor by intersecting it with the leaves of <© are
themselves non-compact. The explanation for this phenomenon is that the blow-up of
A is regulär at generic points of the exceptional divisor. Indeed, A is already regulär
at generic points of the axis {y z 0}. Hence this case must be considered as

"linear" (indeed even "regulär"). As it will be clear in Section 3, the appropriate
notion of order of a vector field relative to a curve is such that the resulting order for
A as above is This is totally coherent with the fact that A is regulär at generic
points of this axis. With these definitions the situations that were called "linear" in
the above discussion essentially coincides with the cases where the vector fields A,
7 have order strictly less than 2 at the center of some blow-up map.

The Organization of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we consider the case of a

Single punctual blow-up. The condition for the proper transforms of A, 7 to vanish

over the corresponding exceptional divisor amounts to saying that the linear parts at

the origin of A, 7 are zero (i.e. the Taylor series of A, 7 at the center of the blow-up
must begin with terms whose order is at least 2). Under this condition we prove
that, if the codimension 1 foliation spanned by A, 7 does not leave the exceptional
divisor invariant, then all (1-dimensional) leaves induced by it on the exceptional
divisor are compact (Proposition 1). Section 3 is devoted to obtaining an analogue
of Proposition 1 for the case of blow-ups centered at a (smooth, irreducible) curve.
In particular, this will require a suitable analogue of the "linear parts" of A, 7 which
is adapted to the curve in question. This is going to raise some minor additional
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difficulties as indicated by the above example. After introducing the appropriate
setting, the main result of Section 3 will be Proposition 2 which is a faithful analogue
of Proposition 1.

Since it is hard to imagine a theorem about arbitrarily degenerate singularities
being proved without resorting to a suitable "desingularization" theorem, the funda-
mental results of [C-C], [Ca] about reduction of singularities of codimension 1 foli-
ations will play a role in this paper. They will be brought to bear in Section 4. First
we shall prove that the desired separatrix must exist provided that the 1-dimensional
foliations induced on the non-invariant compact components of the (total) excep-
tional divisor have only compact leaves (in other words, provided that each of these

foliations possesses a non-constant meromorphic first integral). In these cases, the
existence of the separatrix will follow from the combination of the compactness of
the mentioned (1-dimensional) leaves with the fact that the "reduced singularities"
are simple enough to allow for a total understanding of their (local) Separatrices. To

prove our main result, we are then led to discuss the effect of the blow-up procedure
of [C-C], [Ca] on the initial vector Heids X, 7. The outcome of this discussion
is that, to a large extent, Propositions 1 and 2 can be applied to guarantee that the

(1-dimensional) leaves in question are compact. Thus, at this point, we shall have

the existence of the separatrix established except for some "special" cases in which
the assumptions of Propositions 1 and 2 are not fulfilled. These remaining cases are
however simple enough to be amenable to more direct Integration methods.

Acknowledgements. Many thanks to the anonymous referee for alerting us of some
obscure points in the original version and for suggesting simplifications in several

proofs, immensely contributing to clarify the exposition. We are also indebted to our
colleagues D. Cerveau, A. Guillot and J.-F. Mattei for several comments and questions
that helped us to improve on the preliminary versions.

This work was written during a long-term visit of the second author to the Institut
de Mathematiques de Toulouse, Universite Paul Sabatier. She wants to thank this
institution for its hospitality.

2. On the dicritical character of <£>, Part I: Blowing-up a point

Consider two commuting holomorphic vector Heids, X, 7, defined on (C^,0).
Throughout this section, the vector Heids X, 7 are supposed to satisfy the following
conditions:

(1) X, 7 are linearly independent at generic points.

(2) The linear parts of X, 7 at the origin are zero.

Next, let X X,Li and 7 Xf=i 7,-3/9x,-. Because X and 7
commute, they define a codimension 1 singular foliation <£) which is represented by
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the holomorphic 1-form

(*2*3 - XW*! + (*37l " *1 ^3)^X2 + (X *2 " *2W*3- (1)

As usual we can assume that Sing (<£)) has codimension greater than or equal to 2. In
other words, we can eliminate all non-trivial common factors from the components
of the 1-form considered above.

In this work we shall deal with the codimension 1 foliation <£) as well as with
the foliations 3^-, associated respectively to the vector fields X, F. Unlike <©,

the foliations 3^-, have Afinens/on 1. Nonetheless, their singular sets can also be

supposed to have codimension 2 or greater.
Recall that a for a/o//oAon o/A/mension 1 (such as 5^, is a germ

of analytic curve passing through the origin and invariant by the foliation in question.
Note that this definition does not exclude the possibility of having a separatrix entirely
contained in the singular set of the corresponding foliation.

On the other hand, if we have a cod/mension 1 /oZ/oAon (such as <£>), then a

separatrix is a germ of onoZyAc snz/oce passing through the origin and invariant by
the corresponding foliation. We can also say that, in the latter case, a separatrix is

given by an irreducible germ of analytic function / that divides £2 A A/, where £2

Stands for a 1-form defining the foliation. Since the singular set of any foliation has

codimension at least 2, a separatrix for a codimension 1 foliation is always obtained
from a regulär leaf that accumulates on the singular set (unless it coincides locally
with the leaf of the foliation through a regulär point).

As mentioned in the Introduction, in Sections 2 and 3 we shall consider the case of
a Single blowing-up map leading to an exceptional divisor that is not invariant by the

corresponding blown-up foliation. Our purpose will be to find sufficient conditions
to ensure that the (1-dimensional) foliation induced on the exceptional divisor in
question must admit a non-constant meromorphic first integral. To motivate this
discussion, let us indicate how the existence of Separatrices is related to this type
of behavior on dicritical divisors. Indeed, the proof of the main result in this paper
depends on a "topological" theorem for codimension 1 foliations, not necessarily
spanned by commuting vector fields, that reads as follows:

Theorem 1. Lef <© Ae <2 coAzVnension 1 /oZ/oAon Ae/n^A on <2 ne/gAAorAooA o/*Ae
ong/n Zn onA consiAer <2 reAwcAon o/s/ngn/orAAs (c/ SecAon 4)

<£) <£>0 A- <£>1 A- • • • «2- <£>^

/or <©. ConsAfer fAose ZrreAwc/AZe compon^nA o/An? fotaZ <?vc£/?fion<2/ A/vAor
ore corapoct An£ ore no£ /nvonon^ Ay £)^. Snppose Az<2//or every coraponen^

iiy os oAove (l-A/ramAonoZ)/oZ/oAon ZnAnc^A on Ay ZntersecAng wAA
Z£<2V£S o/<£)^ pov?£vs£s <2 non-constan£ ra£roraor/?AA:/r!tf AztegraZ. TAen <© povs£vs£s
<2
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Theorem 1 provides a suffieient condition to guarantee the existence of Separatrices
for a codimension 1 foliation which will be used to establish the theorem stated in
the Introduction. Also Theorem 1 points out a kind of "universal character" in the

previously discussed examples of codimension 1 foliations without Separatrices.

Naturally the Statement of the preceding theorem makes an implicit use of the
existence of a "reduction of singularities" procedure for codimension 1 foliations
defined on a neighborhood of (0,0,0) e C^. The existence of this procedure is a

fundamental theorem appearing in [C-C] and [Ca]. The accurate form of these results

will be recalled in Section 4 where the proof of Theorem 1 will be supplied. We point
out in particular that the mentioned proof can be read independently of the material
discussed in this section and in Section 3.

Let us however mention once and for all that the procedure of reducing the sin-

gularities of <£) given in [C-C], [Ca] requires us to use two types of blow-up, namely
those centered at a Single point and those centered at a smooth (irreducible) curve. In
either case the transform <£) of <£) is well-defined and consists of a Singular holomor-
phic foliation defined on the new (blown-up) manifold. Here is a good point to recall
some terminology that will be used throughout this paper. First a blow-up map with
center C is called a d/cnY/c<zZ iZow-wp/or a cod/rams/on 1 s/ngw/ar/oZZa/fon <© if
and only if C is invariant by <£) and the exceptional divisor introduced by this blow-up
map is not invariant by the transform <© of <© (equivalently the exceptional divisor is

transverse to <© at generic points). A foliation of codimension 1 is called d/cnY/caZ if
and only if there is a finite sequence of blow-ups with invariant centers such that the
last blow-up is dicritical for the corresponding transform of the initial foliation. If
such a sequence of blow-ups does not exist, the foliation is said to be n-d/cnY/cßZ.

Concerning deciding whether or not a given codimension 1 foliation is dicritical, the
reduction theorem of [Ca] yields a suitable condition: a foliation is dicritical if and

only if there is a dicritical blow-up in the sequence of blowing ups leading to the
reduction of singularities (more details can be found in Section 4). Finally an irre-
ducible component of a divisor in an ambient space where a codimension 1 foliation
<© is defined is said to be d/cnY/caZ/or <£) if and only if this component is not invariant
by <© (and thus it is transverse to <£) at generic points).

Consider then the transform <© of <£) under a dicritical blow-up as above. To

implement the strategy outlined in the Introduction and, in particular, to be able to
make use of Theorem 1, our next task is to find conditions ensuring that the folia-
tion induced on the corresponding exceptional divisor by <£) admits a non-constant
meromorphic first integral. The remainder of this section is devoted to this question
in the case of a blow-up centered at a point. The case of blow-ups centered over
curves is going to be treated in Section 3. Naturally in the course of this discussion

we shall assume that <© is spanned by two commuting vector fields X, 7 that are

linearly independent at generic points. The desired conditions are summarized by
Propositions 1 and 2. Proposition 1 concerning punctual blow-ups is the main result
of this section. Proposition 2 is the analogue of Proposition 1 for the case of blow-
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ups centered over a curve and it will be the object of Section 3. Finally, though the

Statement of Propositions 1 and 2 do not cover all foliations we are going to deal with,
it will turn out that the class of foliations failing to satisfy their conditions is rather
small: it essentially consists of foliations that are "almost linear" in an appropriate
sense. In particular the existence of Separatrices for these "almost linear" foliations
can directly be checked.

From now on we fix a holomorphic 1-form £2 defining <£) and having singular
set of codimension at least 2. In particular the singular set Sing (<£)) of <£) consists

of isolated points and analytic curves. In the remainder of this section we shall

exclusively deal with the case of punctual blow-ups.
Suppose then that the blow-up centered at the origin is dicritical for <£). We are

going to prove that the foliation induced on the resulting exceptional divisor by the
transform of <£) possesses a non-constant meromorphic first integral provided that <£)

is spanned by vector fields X, 7 satisfying Conditions 1 and 2 in the beginning of the
section (cf. Proposition 1). In particular observe that Condition 2 already gives some
hint on the "linear nature" of foliations failing to satisfy the assumption of Theorem 1

(or of Propositions 1 and 2).
To begin our approach to Main Theorem and, more precisely, to Proposition 1,

we are going to give a characterization of foliations for which the blow-up centered

at the origin is dicritical. With this purpose, let us denote by Z? the radial vector field
(Euler vector field)

9 3 9

dx dy dz

Given a holomorphic vector field defined about (0,0,0) e C^, its first non-trivial
homogeneous component at the origin is the homogeneous component of lowest
degree (and not identically zero) of the Taylor series of this vector field at the origin.

Lemma 1. Swppose *Zzfa <Z) Zs a singwZ<zr codZmension 1 /oZ/fa/on an<Z swppose *Zzfa

/?nncfa<zZ £>Zow-n/? tt o/*Äe orZgZn Zs d/cnY/caZ/or <0. 77*en *Äere Zs a /zo/omorp/nc
vecfar yZe/d Z fangen* fa 0 wAose yZrs* non-*nvZ<zZ Zzomogeneon^ componen* fa
orZgZn Zs ß mwZripZe o/*/ze radZßZ Z?. Converse/y exZsfence o/ß vecfar
yZeZd Z as ßfeove *Zzfa ZZow-np o/*Zze orZgZn Zs JZcnYZcßZ/or 0.

ZVoo/ Let 0 be given by the holomorphic 1-form £2 7 <Zx + G <Zy + ZZ <Zz

whose singular set has codimension 2 or greater. Denote by £2</ the first non-trivial
homogeneous component of £2 at (0,0,0). Here <Z Stands for the degree of £2^.
Furthermore set £2 ^ <Zx + <Zy + Z/^ <Zz. A direct inspection shows that tt
is dicritical for 0 if and only if

+ 0. (2)

The triple (x, y, z) is therefore a Solution of £2^ 0. Hence it can be expressed
as a linear combination over the rational functions of the two independent Solutions
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(G^, — F^, 0) and (//^, 0, —F^). Thus we have

(x,.y,z) v4(G^,-F^,0) +

for certain rational functions ^4, F. Now a rational multiple Z of the vector field
Z(G, —F, 0) + F(//, 0, —F) satisfies the requirements. For the converse, just note
that the first non-trivial homogeneous component of a vector field tangent to <© must
yield a Solution for {£2^ 0}. This applies in particular to the vector field Z. It then
follows that Equation (2) is satisfied and thus that tt is dicritical for <£).

Let us now return to our original setting where <© is spanned by vector fields X,
7 satisfying conditions 1 and 2.

Consider a homogeneous polynomial vector field Z of degree J > 2. The Euler
relation then provides

[/?,Z] (rf-l)Z. (3)

In particular F and Z do not commute. Furthermore, if Z is not a multiple of F, then
the same holds when F is replaced by a multiple AF. Indeed, we have

(3A \
—J Ä. (4)

It is then clear that [AF, Z] 7^ 0 provided that F, Z are linearly independent.
Next we have a simple lemma concerning the vanishing of the Lie bracket for a

special type of vector fields.

Lemma 2. LcZ Zi, Z2 Ac ccrarawring vector/c/ris- rie/weri wAowZ (0,0,0) E C^.

Swppose rizwZ rize /rsZ wow-ZrzvzwZ Aoraogeweows corapowewZ 0/Zi wZ (0,0,0) Zs w

raw/ZzpZe o/F. Swppose w/so zAwZ zAe ZzwewrpwrZ 0/Z2 wZ zAe orzgzw Zs zero. FAew Zi,
Z2 wre ZzwewrZy riepewriewZ wZ every po/wZ.

Free/ Consider the punctual blow-up Zi (resp. Z2) of Zi (resp. Z2) at the origin.
Since the first non-trivial homogeneous component of Zi is a multiple of F, we set

Zf AF where A is a homogeneous polynomial of degree ri — 1. Then it follows
that the foliation associated to Zi is transverse to tt~*(0) away from the transform
of {A 0}. Thus we can fix local coordinates (x, Z, w), tt~*(0) C {x 0}, about

a generic point of tt~* (0) in which the vector field Zi becomes /(x, Z, w)3/3x. In
these coordinates, we set Z2 Z2,i3/3x + Z2,23/3z + Z2,33/3w. The equation
[Zi, Z2] 0 then yields

9^2,2
^

9^2,3
3x 3x

Therefore Z2,2 and Z23 do not depend on the variable x. However, since the linear

part of Z2 equals zero at the origin, Z2 vanishes identically on tt~*(0). Thus its

components Z2,2> ^2,3 must vanish everywhere since they do not depend on x. It
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follows that Zi, Z2 are linearly dependent on an open set and therefore they are so

Remark 1. Considering the vector fields X, 7 introduced in the beginning of the

section, let X^ (resp. 7^) denote the first non-trivial homogeneous component of
X (resp. 7) at the origin. As a consequence of the above lemma, we conclude that
neither X^ nor 7^ is a multiple of the radial vector field R.

Also note that the assumption concerning the vanishing of the linear part of Z2
at the origin was used only to ensure that the blown-up vector field Z2 vanishes

identically on the corresponding exceptional divisor.

Let us go back to the vector fields X, 7 considered in the beginning of the section.
Recall that <£) Stands for the codimension 1 foliation spanned by X, 7. Suppose that
the punctual blow-up tt of the origin is dicritical for <£). Then, according to Lemma 1,

there are holomorphic functions /, g and A such that

where Z is a holomorphic vector field whose first non-trivial homogeneous compo-
nent at the origin is a multiple of R. Let ord (/X) (resp. ord (g7), ord (AZ)) denote
the order of the vector field /X (resp. g7, AZ) at the origin, i.e. the degree of the

first jet of /X (resp. g7, AZ) that is not zero at the origin or, equivalently, the degree
of the component of lowest degree effectively appearing in the Taylor expansion of

/X (resp. g7, AZ) at the origin.

Lemma 3. WzYA ^Ae aAove nota/zons we Aave rfze/öZZowzVzg <zZtera<z£zve

(1) ord(AZ) > minjord (/X), ord (g7)}.

(2) fAeyZrst nön-fnvzYzZ Aoraogeneoz/s component X^ o/X (resp. 7^ <9/7) ßdmzYs

<2 meromorpAZc^rs/^ zVztegraZ.

Rroo/ Suppose that ord (AZ) minjord (/X), ord (g7)}. All we have to do is to
show that X^ possesses a non-constant first integral. Denote respectively by /^,
g^, A^ the first non-trivial homogeneous components of /, g, A. Analogously Z^
is the first non-trivial homogeneous component of Z. Without loss of generality,
we can assume that ord (/X) < ord (g7). We claim that, indeed, these two Orders

must be equal, i.e. ord (/X) ord (g7). To check this claim first recall that X^
is not a multiple of the radial vector field R, cf. Remark 1. Then just note that
the existence of a strict inequality ord (/X) < ord (g7) would imply that /^X^,
and thus X^ itself, is a multiple of R as it can be seen by considering the first
non-trivial homogeneous component in Equation (5). From this we conclude that
ord (/X) ord (g7) as desired.

everywhere. The lemma is proved.

/x + gr az, (5)
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Therefore, by considering again the first non-trivial homogeneous component in
Equation (5), it follows that

(6)

where, by assumption, none of the two sides vanishes identically. Furthermore
is also a homogeneous polynomial.

Because X, 7 commute, so do X^, 7^. Thus we have

[z",r"]

>.lfAV*y 7? -l J.

z" I
fA*V*y 77-l ^ J.

r# -[77, Z^]

(</ -1)^4—z*
'(£)
•(£)]

z

z

o,

where <Z denotes de degree of X^. In particular

z //»v*y
V ^ /.

7? •(£)]z

The expression between brackets on the left hand side (i.e. the expression multiplying
/?) must vanish identically for otherwise X^ would be a multiple of the radial vector
field. It then follows that

In other words, A^g^/g^ is a meromorphic first integral for X^.
It only remains to prove that A^g^/g^ is not constant. However, if this function

is constant, then we can assume A^g^/g^ 1 without loss of generality. Hence

dividing (6) by g^, it would follow

/ Z" + 7^ 77.

This last equation is however impossible since 7^ has degree at least 2 and the

expression /^X^/g^ is homogeneous. Therefore A^g^/g^ cannot be constant.
Since the argument is Symmetrie in the vector fields X, 7, the last assertion completes
our proof.

We are now able to prove the main proposition of this section. It summarizes
the preceding results and clarifies the nature of the foliation induced by <£) on the

exceptional divisor in the case where the blow-up of the origin is dicritical for <£).
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Proposition 1. X, F ftvo cozzzzzzzz/fzzg szz/fs/yzzzg CtfzzzZzYztfzzs 1 zzzzzZ 2

zzf £/ze Aegzzzzzzzzg q/T/ze .s^czfozz. D<?zz<9te fry <© f/z<? cozZzzzz^zzszozz 1 /o/zzzzfozz spzzzzzzezZ fry

X, F zzzzzZ szzp/?6>s£ £/zzz£ £/ze pzzzzctzzzzZ AZow-zz/z tt 6>/Y/z£ orzgzzz Zs JzcrzYzczzZ/or <©. TTzezz

ozze Zzzzs:

(1) r/z^/o/zzz^zozz^ Fx azzzZ jTy cozzzczzZe zzz f/z^z'r r^strzczfozz to f/z<? exce/zft'ozzßZ zZzvzsor

tt~*(0), w/zere 3^- (res/z. 3^y) stozzzZs/or ^ /tyzzzs/zzztzz <9/ 3^- (res/z. 5^y) fry ^
Z?Zmv-zz/z ZZZZZ/Z TT zzz gzz£s/f<9zz.

(2) 77z£ z^strzczto>zz.s to tt~* (0) o/Fx azzzZ 3^ ßZso cozzzcz^ wzY/z z^/o/ztozozz zzzzZzzcezZ

ozz tt~* (0) fry zzztors£c/Zzzg tt ~ ^ (0) wzY/z £/z£ Zezzves o/£), w/zere <© stozzzZs/or £/ze

tozzzzy/bzTzz zz/£).

(3) 77z£ r£s/rzctz6>zzs ö/5^, 5^y to tt~*(0) /Zossens zz zzz^rozzzorp/zzc zzztograZ. /zz

6tf/z£r hwzZs, ^/zzZzzz/fzzzz zzzzZzzcezZ fry <© zzzz tt (0) zZ^zzes zz /zezzcz'Z zzzz tt (0) ~
CP(2).

Przzzz/ Recall that X^, F^ denote the first non-trivial homogeneous components of
respectively X, F at the origin. We know that none of the vector fields X^, F^ is a

multiple of the radial vector field R. In particular each of them induces a non-trivial
foliation on the exceptional divisor tt~*(0) ~ CP(2). Let us first check that these

two foliations actually coincide. The condition for these two foliations to coincide is

that either the vector fields X^, F^ are parallel or they span a 2-dimensional plane
containing the radial direction (away from a proper analytic set). If none of these

possibilities hold, then a direct inspection in the coefficients of the 1-form defining <£),

cf. Equation 1, will show that Equation 2 cannot be satisfied. In fact, the coefficients
of the mentioned 1-form are given by the vectorial product between X^, F^ so that

they cannot satisfy Equation 2 unless one of the two possibilities above is verified. In
turn the fact that Equation 2 is not satisfied leads to a contradiction with the dicritical
character of tt for <£). Therefore it follows that the foliations induced by X^, F^ on
the exceptional divisor are the same. Finally it becomes equally clear that these two
foliations coincide also with the foliation obtained by intersecting tt~*(0) with the
leaves of <£). This proves the first two conclusions in the Statement of our proposition.

To complete the proof it suffices to show that X^ admits non-constant mero-
morphic first integral. Indeed, since X^ is not a multiple of the radial vector field
the mentioned first integral also yields a non-constant first integral for the foliation
induced by the projection of X^ on C

To show the existence of the desired first integral for X^, recall that Lemma 1 en-
sures the existence of a holomorphic vector field Z satisfying Equation 5 for suitable

holomorphic functions /, g, Zz. Furthermore the first non-trivial homogeneous com-
ponent of Z at the origin is a multiple of the radial vector field R. In turn Lemma 3

allows us to suppose that ord (7zZ) > minjord (/X), ord (gF)} (strictly) without
loss of generality. In particular, we must have ord (/X) ord (gF) and, in fact,

/"*"+g"r" o.
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Alternatively we write

+ 7^ 0.
ff"

Therefore

J [**,0] o.

However, since [X^, 7^] 0, the above equation amounts to

0

so that X^.(/^/g^) must vanish identically. In other words /^/g^ is a first
integral for X^. The Statement is then proved unless is constant. Therefore

we just need to consider this latter possibility. This means that X^ and 7^ differ
by a multiplicative constant. Set X^ c7^ for some c E C*. Now note that the
order of the new vector field 7' X — c7 must be strictly larger than the order
of X. Besides 7' is not constant equal to zero since X, 7 are linearly independent
at generic points. In fact, 7' is itself linearly independent with X at generic points.
Furthermore the vector Heids X, 7' still commute and they span the same foliation
<© as the initial pair X, 7. Therefore we can repeat the argument using X, 7'
instead of X, 7. By construction the first non-trivial homogeneous component of
7' cannot differ from X^ by a multiplicative constant. Therefore X^ must admit a

non-constant meromorphic first integral. The proposition is proved.

3. On the dicritical character of <£), Part II: Blowing-up a curve

The next Step towards the proofof the existence of Separatrices consists of obtaining an

analogue of Proposition 1 for the case of blow-ups centered over smooth (irreducible)
curves contained in Sing (<£)). Indeed this section is entirely devoted to discussing
the effect of blowing-up a smooth curve contained in the Singular set of <£).

Consider a point /? belonging to a smooth curve contained in Sing (<£)). On

a neighborhood of /?, there are local coordinates (x,y,z) in which the curve in
question coincides with the z-axis, i.e. it is given by {x y 0}. For the blow-up
centered at {x y 0}, we can introduce affine coordinates (x, 7 z) and (w, y, z)
such that the resulting blow-up map is given by tt^(x, 7 z) (x, £x,z) (resp.

y, z) (wy, y, z)). In the context of blow-ups centered over a fixed curve,
the expression "a generic point of {x y 0}" is a synonymous of "except for a

finite set of points". If the neighborhood of (0,0,0) e can be reduced without
affecting the generality of the discussion then "a generic point" becomes an expression
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equivalent to "for every point in {x y 0} with possible exception of the origin".
Finally let denote the vector field defined by

9 9

9x 9y

In the case of punctual blow-ups, the first non-trivial homogeneous component of
X, F played the main role in establishing the existence of a non constant meromor-
phic first integral for the foliation induced over CP (2) under appropriate conditions.
We shall begin this section by introducing an analogue of these "first non-trivial ho-

mogeneous components" which are adapted to deal with the blow-up over the curve
{x y 0}. In particular, the corresponding "homogeneous" vector fields will sat-

isfy the same properties as those satisfied by the first components of X, F in the case

ofpunctual blow-ups. Most notably, they will still commute and they will also encode
the information determining the dicritical/non-dicritical nature of the corresponding
blow-up for <£).

To motivate the definition, note that the first non-trivial homogeneous component
of X can be recovered as

lim 2-rfI,
A«*-i *

where T^X denotes the pull-back of X by the homothety

T^: (x,y,z) i-> (Ax,Ay,Az)

and <Z Stands for the degree of the first non-trivial homogeneous component of X. In
the present case we shall consider an adapted notion of homothety, namely the one
obtained through the family of automorphisms given by

A^: (x,y,z) i-> (Ax,Ay,z).

In this case, the pull-back of X by becomes

9 9 -i ^
Xi(Ax, Aj,z) — + ^(Ax, Aj,z) — + A^Ax, Aj,z) —

9x 9yJ 9zAI* 4
Denote by A (resp. /) the maximal power of A that divides Xi (Ax, Ay, z)9/9x +

X2 (Ax, Ay, z) 9/ 9y (resp. X3 (Ax, Ay, z) 9/ 9z). It corresponds to the degree of the first
non-trivial homogeneous components relative to the variables x, y in each expression.
Then

A*X A*"i [(*f (x, j, z) + AZi,a(x, 7, z))2-

9 ~l

+ (Xfix, j,z) + AÄ2,A(x,.y,z))^J

9

+ A'(X3(X,J;,Z) + AZ3,A(x,J,Z)) —
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where X/ Stands for the homogeneous component of degree 7, of Xj, relative to the
variables x, y. Smce the powers of A m the different components do not comcide,
three cases must be considered accordmg to the possibilities / > £ — 1, / £ — 1

or / < A — 1. The expression for the limit vector field X will change accordmgly.
Naturally, when lt comes to blow-ups centered over a smooth curve, the vector field
X is going to represent the desired analogue of the "first non-tnvial homogeneous
component" as considered m the precedmg section.

a) Suppose / > A — 1. In this case we consider the vector fields

and the limit
Z lim Za.

A^O

The vector field X has the form

9 9

Z Zf(x,j,z) — + Zf(x,j,z) —

and lt can be thought of as the "first non-tnvial homogeneous component m the
variables x, y".

b) If / £ — 1 we still consider the vector field X^ A^X/A^~* and define X
as above. A similar argument shows that X has the form

Z zf(x, J,z)2- + z|(x, J,z)2- + zf~i(x,.y,z)2..

c) Fmally, if / < A — 1 we let

Za A-a!Z
A

and consider X lim^o ^A which, m this case, is a "vertical" vector field

9
V Zj(x, j, z) —.

As mentioned, the vector field X represents the analogue of the first non-tnvial
homogeneous component of X under the adapted homothety A^. Given a vector field
X as above, throughout this section the^zr^ non-Zr/v/ßZ o/X

y is, by definition, the vector field X constructed above. TheJ^gr^^
x, y (or simply when no misunderstandmg is possible) of

X is by definition the minimum between A and / + 1. Similarly the o/X m
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vnrzVddcs x, y will be degree w.r.t. the variables x, y of X. Finally note that X may
also be viewed as a homogeneous polynomial vector field in the variables x, y with
coefficients in C [z] (except that the degree of the third component may differ from
the degree of the other two cf. below).

The vector field 7 is analogously defined. The commutativity of X and 7 follows
easily from the commutativity between X and 7. In fact, A^X commutes with A^7
for every A. The same being true when these two vector fields are multiplied by
arbitrary constants. Hence, by taking a suitable limit, we conclude that the vector
fields X and 7 must commute as well.

A similar notion of "first non-trivial homogeneous component" is also natural for
a codimension 1 foliation given by a holomorphic 1-form Fdx + Gdy + //dz. Again
this "first non-trivial homogeneous component in the variables x, y" is obtained as

an appropriate limit of pull-backs of Fdx + Gdy + //dz by the automorphisms
A^ : (x, y, z) i-> (Ax, Ay, z). Details are left to the reader. We point out, however,
that the resulting component can equally well be seen as a polynomial 1-form in the
variables x, y with coefficients in C [z]. Nonetheless the case analogous to the case

"b)" (where / A — 1) of vector fields in which this "first non-trivial homogeneous

component in the variables x, y" may have non-trivial components in all the directions
dx, dy, dz is now associated to the possibility / A + 1.

Consider now the codimension 1 foliation <2) spanned by X, 7. The following
lemma will play, in the context of blow-ups centered over curves, a role analogous to
the role played by Lemma 1 in the preceding section.

Lemma 4. Sz/pposc dz<te <2) zs s/zzgzdnr over {x y 0} nzzd dczzote Z?y dzc Zdcnv-

z/p mop centered over dz/s cnrve. Snppose dz<te zs d/cr/dcoZ /or <2). TTzczz dzere

ex/ste o ZzoZoraorp/z/c vccter/zcZd Z tezzgczz^te> <2) w/zose^/rs^zzozz-tezvzoZ Zzomogezzeozzs

component Z z>z dze vor/oZzZes x, y zs o razddpZe o//?^ ZznvzVzg dze/orra i^(x,
w/zere /^ stazzds/or o Zzomogezzeozzs poZyzzomzoZ z>z dzc vor/oZzZes x, y wzYZz coej^czezzte
z>z C [z].

Proo/ To prove the Statement let us consider a holomorphic 1-form Fdx +
Gdy + //dz defining <2) and having singular set of codimension at least 2. Denote by

+ ä j,zdz the first non-trivial homogeneous component of o;

relative to the variables x, y. Recall that /^, g</,z (resp. Zz</,z) are either identically
zero or homogeneous polynomials of degree d (resp. d — 1) in the variables x, y
with coefficients in C[z]. The dicritical nature of for <2) is equivalent to saying
that the vector field /^ is tangent to the leaves of the foliation defined by d> i.e. is

dicritical for <2) if and only if
o.

Though this Statement is slightly less known than its analogous in the case of punctual
blow-ups, it can explicitly be checked. Recalling the existence of affine coordinates
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(x, Z,z) for the blow-up of over {x y 0} in which the blow-up map
becomes tt^(x, Z, z) (x, Zx, z), the transform tt*(33) of 3) is

JT*(<ü) [/^(U) + fg^z(l,f)]^X + Xgrf,z(l, (7)

Thanks to the above formula, it becomes immediate to check that the exceptional
divisor (locally given by {x 0}) will be invariant by the transform of <© if and only
if /</,z(l, 0 + Zg</^(1, 0 vanishes identically. In turn this establishes our claim.

To complete the proof of the lemma, we still need to construct the vector field
Z. This however goes as in Lemma 1. The triple (x, y, 0) is a Solution for tu

^ j^t/z 0 and therefore it must be given as a linear combination
over rational functions of the two independent Solutions that can be obtained by means
of the expression for tu 0 (assuming for example that none of the polynomials /^,

vanishes identically, these Solutions may be chosen as 0) and

0? ~/</,*))• The rest of the proof is analogous to the proof of Lemma 1.

Nextlet .Z^bethefoliationassociatedtoX. We assume that the axis {x y 0}
is invariant by X. This is a good point to note the difference between being invariant
by ^ and being invariant by X. To be invariant by 3^-, the axis {x y 0}
must be contained in the Singular set of 5^ or contained in a regulär leaf of 3^ or
yet contained in the union of a regulär leaf with the Singular set. If {x y 0}
is invariant by 5^- then it is automatically invariant by X as well. The converse
however is not true: for example, we might have X x3/3x. The axis {x y 0}
is invariant by X since it is contained in the zero-set of X, however it is not invariant
by which is induced by 3/3x. Let and / be as defined above (in connection
with the first non-trivial homogeneous component X in the variables x, y of X).

The notion of dicritical blow-up (resp. dicritical component of a divisor in the
ambient space) for foliations of dimension 1 is analogous to the corresponding notion
for foliations of codimension 1. Thus a blow-up with center C is said to be dicritical
for a 1-dimensional foliation if and only if C is invariant by and the transform
of is transverse to the corresponding exceptional divisor at generic points. A
component of a divisor in the ambient space is dicritical for if and only if is

transverse to this component at generic points.
Going back to X, 5^, a direct inspection in the formulas related to the preceding

possibilities a), b) and c) for the nature of X makes it clear that the blow-up is

dicritical for 5^- if and only if X is a multiple of Z?^ at points in {x y 0},
i.e. if and only if X has the form Z^(x, y)(x3/3x + y 3/3y) for some homogeneous
polynomial in the variables x, y with coefficients in C [z].

Next we State:

Lemma 5. Snppose zZzoZ Zi, Z2 ore Zwo coraranZZng on (C^, 0).

Snppose zZzoZ zZz^rsZ non-ZnvZoZ Zzoraogeneons coraponenZo/Zi Zn zZze vonoZ?Z£s x, y
oZpoZnZs Zn {x y 0} Zzos zZze/orra Z^(x, y)(x3/3x + y3/3y)/oro Zzoraogeneons
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/ro/ynora/aZ P zn ^Zz£ vßnß&Zes x, y wzYA coej^czenfa zn C[z]. Swp/rose aZro ^Zzotf ^Zz£

orofer 0/Z2 roZa/fve ^Zz£ vßnß&Zes x, y otf/ro/nfa zn {x y 0} zs Z£<x?tf 2. TTzen

Zi, Z2 aro Z/nearZy everywZzero.

Proo/ Keeping the preceding notations, consider the blow-up map tt^. The trans-
forms Zi, Z2 of Zi, Z2 under 77^ are holomorphic on a neighborhood of the cor-
responding exceptional divisor tt~*(0). Besides the foliation associated to Zi is

transverse to tt~*(0) at generic points. Thus, on a neighborhood of a generic point
of tt~* (0), we can introduce coordinates (x, Z, w) such that:

(1) The foliation associated to Zi is given by 3/3x.
(2) {x 0} C TT"* (0) is contained in the set of zeros of Z2.

It then follows that Zi is given in these coordinates by /3/3x for some holomorphic
function /. The rest of the proof goes exactly as in the proof of Lemma 2. More
precisely, the condition on the vanishing of the Lie bracket of Zi, Z2 ensures that
the components of Z2 in the coordinates Z, z do not depend on the variable x. Since

Z2 equals zero over the exceptional divisor, locally given by {x 0}, it follows that
these components must be identically zero. In other words, Zi, Z2 must be parallel
on an open set and hence everywhere.

Remark 2. Note that the assumptions concerning the order of Z2 and the first non-
trivial homogeneous component of Zi in the variables x, y were used only in the
items 1 and 2 in the above proof. The assumption on the order of Z2 relative to the
variables x, y at points in {x y 0} was necessary to guarantee that Z2 must
be equal to zero on all of the exceptional divisor tt"* (0). In view of the examples
discussed in the Introduction, it is clear that this assumption cannot be removed from
the Statement. Here it might be a good point to remind the reader that the order of the

vector field X zy^ + z^ ^ in the variables y, z over the axis {y z 0} equals
indeed zero. Similarly the blow-up of X over {y z 0} yields a holomorphic
vector field which does not vanish at generic points of the resulting exceptional divisor.

On the other hand the assumption on Zi simply means that the blow-up is

dicritical for the foliation associated to Zi.

Before being able to State and prove Proposition 2, we are going to need the

corresponding analogue of Lemma 3.

Again we go back to the vector fields X, 7 that span the codimension 1 foliation
<©. However now we suppose that {x y 0} is contained in Sing (<£)) and that
the blow-up map centered over {x y 0} is dicritical for <£). Then, according
to Lemma 4, there are holomorphic functions /, g and Zz such that

/x + gr AZ, (8)

where Z is a holomorphic vector field whose first non-trivial homogeneous compo-
nent Z in the variables x, y at points in {x y 0} is a multiple of Let
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ord (/X) (resp. ord (gF), ord (AZ)) denote the order of the vector field /X (resp.

gF, AZ) m the variables x, y at a genenc pomt m {x y 0}.

Lemma 6. WAA ^Ae ßAove notaAons, Aßve ^Ae/oZZow/ng ßZtemßAve:

(1) ord(AZ) > mm{ord(/X), ord (gF)}.
(2) X, ^Ae Aomog^n^ow^ zn ^Ae v^n^AZes x, y o/ X, <2<Zra/fa <2 non-

/7?e/r;/77777A/c /z/;s f ZntegraZ.

Proo/ Suppose for a contradiction that the above estimate does not hold. For /X,
gF and AZ we are going to consider their first homogeneous components m the
variables x, y. Denote by X, F the respective non-tnvial homogeneous components
of X, F and by /, g, Ä the homogeneous components of /, g, A (all these homoge-
neous components are to be understood as relative to the variables x, y). With these

notations, one has:

/X + gF 7^, (9)

where <7 is a homogeneous polynomial m the variables x, y with coefficients m C [z].
Smce X, F commute, lt follows that X, F commute as well. Therefore

X,x] x

x

.^-^1
£ £ -I

•(!)] 7?z — -r-[7?z, TT] —

£
X (i)]X

0.

The commutator X] is given by

- / 3Xi 3X
[Ä*,X] x—-i + j3x 3y / 3x

+ 3^2^ 3x2 \
1" J ^2 h

3x 3j
_3_

3j
/ 3X3 8X3 \
1*17 +>17J

_3_

3z'

As previously seen, the components Xi, X2 are homogeneous of degree A m the
variables x, y while X3 is homogeneous of degree A — 1, lf not identically zero.
In fact, the remammg case m which X has only a component m the direction of
3/3z obviously admits a non-constant first integral so that lt can be ignored m this
discussion. Therefore _ _

3X, 3X,
+ =fcX,

3x 3j
for z 1,2, while

3x3 3x3
+ }>ir- (*

3x 3j
1)X
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unless X3 is identically zero. In all cases, the equation X] (/: — 1)X holds.
Combined to the above equations, it follows that

x.

If the expression multiplying X on the right-hand side does not vanish identically,
then X is a multiple of This is however impossible since it would imply that X
and 7 are linearly dependent everywhere, cf. Lemma 5. Therefore the mentioned

expression is constant equal to zero and hence X.(^) is identically zero as well.

This implies that Zzg/g is a meromorphic first integral for X. The same argument of
Lemma 3 proves that this first integral is not reduced to a constant.

Thanks to the preceding lemmas, the desired analogue of Proposition 1 can finally
be stated.

Proposition 2. Le£ X, 7 Z?e £we> ce>raraw/mg vector/ZeZefa are ZZnearZy mdepemZen^

etf genene po/nfa. Denetfe fry <© £/ze cexZZraensZew 1 /e>ZZ<2/Ze>n spannet Z?y X, 7. 77ze

/e>ZZa/Ze>n <© Zs swp/rosee? to Z?e sZngz/Zar over ^Zze am {x y 0} an<Z, Z?esZ<Zes, ^Zze

£>Ze>w-wp map centoroe? over Z/z/x e/xZ.s Z.s swp/?e>se<Z to Z?e <ZZcnYZcaZ/e>r £). FZnaZZy

we aZro swp/rose ^Zzetf ^Zze ore?er e>/X, 7 Zn ^Zze vanafeZes x, y etf/roZnfa Zn {x y 0}
Zs greßtor ^Zzan egwaZ to 2. TZzen one Zzos:

(1) TZze toem.s/e>rm.s 7^, j^V 0/ zZze /eZZetoores 7^, 3^ eoZneZJe Zn zZzeZr rostrZczZew to
zZze exce/toe>ne/Z (ZZvZ.sor tt~* (0).

(2) 77ze re.strZefie>n.s to tt~* (0) e>/5w ^n<Z 3^ ezZxc ee>ZneZ<Ze wZz/z zZze/e>ZZetoe>n Zn<Znee<Z

e>n tt~* (0) Z?y Zntorsec/mg tt~* (0) wZz/z ^Zze Zeaves e>/£), wZzere <© stonefa/e>r ^Zze

toem.s/e>rm e>/<2).

(3) TZze ros/rZctZews e>/to tt~* (0) /rovsess <2 ne>n-<xmston£ merome>rpZzZe^r^^

ZntograZ.

Proe>/ All the material was prepared so that the proof of Proposition 1 applies word-
by-word in the present setting. It suffices to replace "first homogeneous component"
(at a point) by "first homogeneous components in the variables x, y" (over the curve
{x j 0}).

4. Reduction of singularities and proper transforms of vector fields

In this section we shall first give a simplified Statement of the reduction procedure of
[Ca] which will be sufficient to establish Theorem 1. Then we shall consider the trans-
forms of the (initial) vector fields X, 7, defined on a neighborhood of (0,0, 0) e C"\
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under the corresponding sequence of blow-up maps. The discussion of these trans-
forms ofX, Tis obviously important since Propositions 1 and 2 can only be applied
to those components of the (total) exceptional divisor at which the corresponding
transformed vector fields vanish identically. The section closes with a much more
detailed account of the results in [Ca] so as to prepare the way for the proof of our
Main Theorem.

Let us however remind the reader that, by means of the construction explained
in the Introduction, "almost all homogeneous polynomial vector fields in three vari-
ables" yield a codimension 1 foliation without separatrix at the origin of C^. Not
surprisingly the proof of our Main Theorem relies heavily on the fact that the cor-
responding foliation is spanned by two commuting vector fields, i.e. by two vector
fields generating an abelian Lie algebra. The examples provided by the foliations
spanned by a polynomial homogeneous vector field and by the radial vector field
R also show that the Statement of Main Theorem does not generalize to the case of
vector fields generating an affine Lie algebra without further conditions.

4.1. Reduction of singularities of codimension 1 foliations and proof of Theo-
rem 1. Recall that Cano and Cerveau have proved a theorem of reduction of singu-
larities for codimension 1 foliations on (C^, 0) that are nön-J/cnY/caZ [C-C]. More
recently, Cano obtained a general reduction theorem for singularities of codimen-
sion 1 foliations on (C"\ 0) [Ca]. The latter theorem asserts the existence of a finite

sequence of blowing-up maps along with the corresponding transforms of 0,

£) <£)" 2V £)i 2^- • • • 2^- <£)* (10)

such that:

(1) The center of each blow-up map is invariant by the corresponding transform of
0 and it has normal crossings with the corresponding exceptional divisor.

(2) 0^ has only simple singularities.

The total exceptional divisor arising from the above procedure is going to be

denoted by (tti o • • • o even though the center of tti may, in principle, be

a curve rather than the origin itself. As mentioned a more accurate version of this
theorem will be stated later. For the time being, it suffices to remind the reader that
the above theorem also yields a test to check whether or not a foliation is dicritical.
Namely 0 is dicritical if and only if in the above procedure there is at least one
irreducible component of (tti o • • • o that is not invariant by 0^ (i.e. the

exceptional divisor contains a component that is dicritical for 0^). In other words, if
all the irreducible components of (tti o • • • o (0) are invariant by 0^, then 0 is

non-dicritical what means that for every sequence of blow-ups satisfying Condition 1

above, the resulting foliation will leave the exceptional divisor fully invariant.
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The notion of simple singularities for a codimension 1 foliation defined on a com-
plex 3-manifold was introduced in [C-C]. For the convenience of the reader, we briefly
recall the possible models below referring to [C-C], [Ca] for further information.

Models of Type A. in this case, the foliation is locally given by a pair of commut-
ing vector Heids Zi, Z2, having the general form: Zi 3/3z, Z2 x3/3x +
a(x, y)3/3y, a(0,0) 0.

In addition, the eigenvalues of the linear part of Z2 at the origin are such that their
quotient is not positive rational. The restriction of Z2 to the invariant plane {z 0}
is then a simple singularity in the usual sense of vector Heids in dimension 2. In
particular, if this singularity is not a saddle-node (i.e. if both eigenvalues are different
from zero), then the vector Held obtained as restriction of Z2 to {z 0} has exactly 2

Separatrices. Considering the special form of the vector Held Zi, it becomes obvious
that these Separatrices give rise to (codimension 1) Separatrices for the corresponding
(codimension 1) foliation. Actually the foliation spanned by Zi, Z2 is nothing but
the cylinder over the foliation induced by Z2 on the plane {z 0}.

Models of Type B. Here there are still locally defined commuting vector fields Zi,
Z2 spanning the foliation and given by Zi x3/3x + a(x, y, z)3/3z and Z2
y3/3y + &(x, y, z)3/3z, with a(0,0,0) Z>(0,0,0) 0.

In the present case, we can assume that the eigenvalues of both Zi, Z2 possess a

quotient lying in the complement of Q+.

Remark 3. As mentioned the Statement of Cano's reduction theorem will further
be detailed in the next paragraph, however we can already mention that, in the final
Statement of his theorem, only singularities of Type A may intersect a dicritical
component of the total exceptional divisor.

Having explained what is meant by "simple singularities" in Condition 2, we need

to say a few additional words about the nature of the centers of the above mentioned

blow-ups. In particular, to obtain Conditions 1 and 2 stated above, it may be necessary
to blow-up points lying away from the Singular set of the foliation in question. The
centers of a blow-up map that are not contained in the Singular set of the corresponding
foliation are however invariant by the foliations. In other words, the part of this center

lying away from the Singular set of the mentioned foliations is still contained in a

Single leaf of this foliation. This fact has an important consequence that will be used

in our proofs.
In the reduction procedure (10), those blow-up maps whose center are not invariant

by the (corresponding transforms of the) vector fields X, 7 have a special role in our
discussion. Their special character is related to the fact that, in this case, the (new)
transforms of X, 7 will be raeroraorp/z/c over the component of the exceptional
divisor added by the blow-up map in question. In particular, <2 pnon, blow-ups
centered at regulär points of (the transforms of) <£) are natural candidates to yield
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meromorphic vector fields. This issue will be detailed discussed later. For the time
being, let us just make some easy remarks concerning blow-ups that are not centered
at the Singular set of our codimension 1 foliations. Hence suppose that tt; is a blow-up
whose center in not fully contained in the Singular set of <£)*"*. Suppose also that the

center of tt; is a curve C/_i (necessarily irreducible and smooth). This center may also

intersect non-trivially the Singular set of <£)*"*. This intersection however consists of
finitely many points {#i,..., }• Since <£)*"* is regulär on C/_i \ ^} we
have:

Lemma 7. WAA ^Ae nofc/Aorrs, fA<? AZmv-wp map tt; fs non-J/cnY/cßZ

/or ^Ae /oZAzAon a/Z ^Ae 0/ <£)* Zymg

7r^~^(C/_i \ {#i,..., #r}) sim/?Ze ßnJ, Az/Ac/, non-J/cnY/cßZ.

Pro#/ Note that on a neighborhood of a regulär point of 5)*"* this foliation admits

a holomorphic first integral and this property is clearly stable by all types of blow-up
maps. In particular the singularity is non-dicritical. To check that singularities of <£)*

lying over (C/_i \ {#i #r }) are simple and non-dicritical, just note that the

blow-up map tt; is essentially two-dimensional and the two-dimensional Situation is

question is such that the corresponding blow-up possesses a unique (2-dimensional)
singularity over the exceptional divisor which has eigenvalues 1,-1. The Statement
follows at once.

Remark 4. Note that the above argument applies equally well to the case of a punctual
blow-up at a regulär point of

To finish this brief review on reduction of singularities, let us point out a minor
issue concerning the compactness of the exceptional divisor arising from proceeding
the reduction of singularities of <© £)*\ In general this divisor is not compact
due to the fact that the singularities of <£) <0® need not be isolated. In particular,
in the local context of a neighborhood of the origin in C^, the exceptional divisor
arising from blowing-up a curve of singularities of <£) <0® is already non-compact.
In turn, this non-compact component may lead to further non-compact components
and this constitutes the source for the lack of compactness for the total exceptional
divisor.

To abridge notations let II tti o • • • o and observe that in any event the

preimage II~* (0) of the origin under the total blow-up map II is necessarily compact
and constituted by strata of dimension either 1 or 2 depending on whether the center
of the corresponding blow-up was a point or a curve. Moreover whenever £ is a non-
compact component of the total exceptional divisor the intersection £ D n~* (0) (if
not empty) yields a Stratum of dimension 1 of II~* (0). In particular all components of
the exceptional divisor that are collapsed to the origin by II are necessarily compact.

Let us close this paragraph with the proof of Theorem 1.
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Prcc/c/TZzcarcm 1. We need to prove the existence of a separatrix for 0 containing
the origin of C^. Since it was proved in [C-C] that a non-dicritical foliation has a

separatrix, we can assume that the total exceptional divisor appearing in (10) is not
fully invariant by 0^. Nonetheless we are going to show that the strategy of proof
used in [C-C] can still be carried out in our case.

Let us then consider an irreducible component £ of this total exceptional divisor
associated to the procedure (10) which is transverse to the leaves of 0^ at generic
points. Next we denote by 0^, the l-cZZmcns/cmaZ/cZZa/fcm induced on £ by inter-

secting £ with the transverse leaves of 0^. Let us first consider the case in which
£ can be chosen compact. Since £ is compact, our assumption says that 0^ has a

non constant meromorphic integral.
As in [C-C] consider a local analytic curve T transverse to the total exceptional

divisor and satisfying the following conditions:

• T is not contained in the Singular set of 0^.
• T is an invariant analytic space for 0^.

The existence of T is obvious since there is an irreducible component £ of the total
exceptional divisor which is not invariant by 0^. Naturally T can be chosen so

that its intersection with the total exceptional divisor is a point p e iL In addition,
since £ is supposed to be compact, it follows that n(p) (0,0,0) (recall that

n 7Ti O o TT/fc).

Now let us consider the (germ of) invariant surface obtaining by "sliding" T
over the leaf through p of the foliation 0^. The Statement amounts to proving

that this germ can be extended to an analytic set invariant by 0^ and defined on a

neighborhood of the total exceptional divisor. First it is clear that the surface can
be extended over the regulär part of 0^. By using the compactness of the leaves

of the foliations induced by 0^ on the compact cZ/cnY/caZ compcmcnfa of the total
exceptional divisor, the argument employed in [C-C] works word-by-word in our
context modulo checking that can be extended over a neighborhood of singularities
of 7ypc A. In fact, since the foliations considered in [C-C] are all non-dicritical, only
singularities of Type B were discussed in the paper in question.

Thus consider that accumulates on a point g belonging to a dicritical component
£i of the total exceptional divisor. Though this is not important for the argument,
let us point out that this extension is needed only if II(g) (0, 0,0). Let then 0^
denote the foliation induced on by 0^. We need to show that can be extended

over g. Clearly we can assume that g is a Singular point for 0^ and therefore, it is

a singularity of Type A (recall that singularities of Type B do not intersect dicritical
components of the exceptional divisor, cf. Remark 3). This means that 0^ is locally
spanned by a pair of vector Heids Zi, Z2 given in local coordinates (x, y, z) by

Zi 3/3z and Z2 x3/3x + a(x, y)3/3y,
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wherea(0,0) Oandjz 0} C Ei. Denotingby Sing (0^) the Singular setof0^,
it follows that Sing (0^) D Ei has an isolated point at g. In particular the intersection
S n Ei locally coincides with a separatrix of 0^ so that the intersection S n Ei
can be continued through g. To finish the proof it suffices to check that the resulting
extension of through g over the mentioned separatrix is not "pinched at g" and,

indeed, that it defines a local analytic surface containing g. This is however clear since
the vector field Zi shows that 0^ is (locally) a cylinder over the (1-dimensional)
foliation induced on Ei. This establishes the existence of a separatrix.

To finish the proof of the theorem, we just need to consider the case in which none
of the components of the exceptional divisor that are dicritical for 0^ is compact. First
we need a local analytic curve T satisfying the previous conditions and, in particular,
intersecting the exceptional divisor at a point /? satisfying II(/?) (0,0,0). The
existence of this curve T can be obtained as in [C-C], by resorting to a 2-dimensional
consideration relying in [C-S]. The above discussion can then be repeated to yield a

germ of invariant surface *S. Here it is convenient to point out that, if happens to
intersect a component of the exceptional divisor that is not compact, we only need to
extend locally over the singularities that are, indeed, projected to the origin by II
(i.e. no information concerning the global character of the foliation induced by 0^
on a dicritical non-compact component of the exceptional divisor is needed). Now
it is clear that the above constructed (germ of) invariant surface is projected by II
onto a separatrix for 0 containing the origin. The theorem is proved.

4.2. The blowing-up strategy. Consider a reduction procedure for the singularities
of 0 0^ as in (10). In addition to obtaining a foliation 0^ all of whose Singular-
ities are simple, to prove the existence of Separatrices for 0 it will also be important
to keep track of the choice of the centers for each of the blow-up maps tt; appearing
in (10). This paragraph is essentially devoted to further detail the results of [Ca] by
explaining the strategy for choosing the above mentioned centers as well as their role
in the proof of existence of Separatrices for 0.

To begin with, consider the vector fields X, 7 spanning 0 and denote by X', 7*
their respective transforms under the composition tti o • • • o tt; The general principle
to ensure the existence of a separatrix for 0 is to reduce the Statement as raac/z as

passzEZe to Theorem 1. This requires us to show that the foliation induced by 0^
on every (compact, irreducible) dicritical component of the total exceptional divisor
(tti o • • • o TT^)"! (0) has a non-trivial meromorphic first integral. In turn, to prove the

existence of these first integrals we may resort to Propositions 1 and 2 what, finally,
leads us to consider the vector fields X*, 7* and their zero-sets. Ultimately we shall
look for conditions ensuring that 7^ must vanish identically on every compact,
dicritical component of (tti o • • • o (0).

So far all that has been mentioned about the center C;_i of the blow-up map
TT/ is its invariance under 0*~* and the fact that it is smooth. In particular it may
happen that C;_i is not contained in the Singular set of 0*~*. This already poses a
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difficulty for us since the blow-up of a holomorphic vector field Z centered at a set

that Zs mvanan/- under Z yields a raeroraorp/zZc vector field having poles over
the corresponding exceptional divisor. Conversely we have:

Lemma 8. Zfea ZzoZoraorp/zZc vector/^Zd amZ fry Z /rans/orra o/Z
respect to o i/ow-wp TT o/centor C. Z/*C Zs ZnvarZan^ fry Z, Z Zs ZzoZomorp/zZc

wZZ.

Proo/ C being invariant by Z, the local flow generated by Z naturally acts on the

tangent bündle of C. It then follows that Z is holomorphic.

Next denote by the foliation associated to the above mentioned vector field Z.
Recall that the Singular set of has codimension at least 2 though the zero-set of Z
may have components with codimension equal to 1. A useful refinement of Lemma 8

reads as follows.

Lemma 9. Z, Z, tt onzZ C Z?£ os Zn Lemma 8. Swppose

(1) C Z.s ZnvonVmf nneZ^r f/z^/o/ZofZon ^z-
(2) C Zs contoZned Zn o coeZZm^n^Zon 1 e/ffce o/Z.

TTzen Z Zs ZzoZomorp/zZc oneZ Zf vamsAes Z^fenAcaZZy ov^r ^Ae corr^^poneZZng evcepAonaZ

eZZvZ.sor:

Proo/ Consider a point /? e C. Our assumptions imply the existence of local
coordinates (x,y,z) about /? in which Z is given by /(x,y,z)Zi where Zi is a

holomorphic vector field having singular set of codimension 2 or greater that leaves

C invariant. Besides / is a holomorphic function satisfying /(/?) ~ /(0,0,0) 0.

The vector field Z is therefore given by the product between the transform of / and

the blow-up of Zi. Since the blow-up of Zi is itself holomorphic thanks to Lemma 8,

the Statement follows at once.

Going back to the reduction procedure (10), it is clear that blow-up maps tt
centered at regulär points of <£)*"* will be hard to handle since there is a pn'orZ no
reason why these centers should be invariant by either or As far as

the foliation <£)*"* is concerned, one such blow-up is never dicritical. Besides the

singularities of <£)* lying over (Q_i \ {#i }) are simple and do not give
rise to any dicritical component of (77+ o • • • o cf. Lemma 7. Analogous
Statements hold also for the case of a punctual blow-up at a regulär point of <£)'"*,
cf. Remark 4. Yet, as pointed out by the referee, there is still one difficulty that

might possibly arise: using the notations of Lemma 7, let 777 be as above and suppose
that 717 + 1 happens to be a dicritical blow-up for <£)* which is centered at a singular
point <2i of lying over 777"* (#i). Since the vector fields 7* have divisors of
poles containing 777"* (Q_i) and thus passing through <2i> the above lemmas cannot
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be used to ensure that 7* + * vanish identically over tt^(<2i). A similar
problem arises, more generally, if a center that is not invariant by the corresponding
transforms of X or of 7 is blown-up. Here it should be noted that, in principle, even
a center contained in the Singular set of <© may fail to be invariant by X or by 7.

Strictly speaking, the blowing-up of regulär points of proper transforms of <© are

only performed at the last steps of the reduction procedure (10). More precisely, there
is a reduction subprocedure

S (11)

leading to a foliation <£)" with simple singularities but for which the total exceptional
divisor may not be a norraaZ crossing d/vAor. Blow-ups centered at regulär points
are only required to turn the preceding exceptional divisor into a divisor with normal
crossings, cf. [Ca], pages 914 and 1007. In particular no dicritical component
arise after performing the first blow-up tt; with a regulär center. Summarizing, for
our purposes it suffices to consider a reduction procedure as in (11) where all the
centers Co,, C„_i are contained in the Singular sets of the corresponding foliations
<© £)*\ <£>""*. Therefore in the rest of this paper we shall focus exclusively
on the procedure (11) rather than in the procedure (10).

To close this section, let us collect below some further Information on the choice
of the centers Co,..., C„_i according to the general procedure of [Ca]. To keep the
technical details to a minimum, we are not going to reproduce all the definitions and

invariants involved in the procedure, for which the reader is referred to [Ca]. In fact,
our primary purpose is to split the procedure in a few steps carried out according to
certain specific rules so that the amount of information provided here will be enough
for the applications in the next section.

First, we shall restrict the procedure (11) to the case of pres/rapZ*? singularities.
The passage from presimple singularities to simple singularities is subsequently done
in a rather explicit way, cf. pages 998-1008 of [Ca]. This part of the proof can

independently be read and do not add new difficulties to our discussion.
Let Sing (<£)) the Singular set of <£) and consider the subset Sing* (<£)) of Sing (<£))

consisting of those singularities that are not presimple. Naturally the aim of the
reduction procedure (11) is to eliminate the latter set modulo modifying <£) by means

of suitable blow-ups. The reduction procedure (11) can now be summarized as

follows.

(1) The set Sing*(£)) is split into the disjoint union of the set of good pomfa and
the set of Z?a<i pomfa. The definition of a good point can be found on page 938

of [Ca]. A bad point is a point that is not good.

(2) The set of bad points is finite (page 947 of [Ca]).

(3) The first Step of the procedure (11), to reach presimple singularities, is therefore
the destruction of the set of bad points. Let us mention here that this Step actually
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corresponds to the core of the paper [Ca]. The elimination of bad points can
further be divided as follows.

• Blow-up the foliation to obtain "weak normal crossing" and to destroy
the "cycles" (Proposition 23, Proposition 25 and "proof of Theorem 1" on

page 955 of [Ca]). These blow-ups are centered at "good centers" whose
definition is given on page 948 of [Ca]. In particular all punctual blow-ups
performed at this stage are centered at bad points since "good points are

not good centers".

• Continue the reduction procedure following the "global criteria ofblowing-
up" described on pages 954 and 955 until all the bad points are eliminated.
Once again it follows from the mentioned criteria that during this Step all
punctual blow-ups performed are centered at bad points.

(4) We have now obtained a foliation whose Singular set is entirely constituted

by good points or by presimple singularities. The next Step is to obtain only
presimple singularities. This is done by means of the equi-reduction sequence
(Proposition 19). The reduction of good points to presimple singularities is es-

sentially 2-dimensional and it essentially amounts to blowing-up "permissible"
centers.

(5) Finally, the passage from presimple to simple singularities is easy and carried
out explicitly on pages 998-1008. In particular the above rules for the equi-
reduction sequence are still fulfilled.

5. Proof of the existence of a separatrix

In this last section we are going to complete the proof of the existence of a separatrix
for the foliation <£). To begin with, and in view of the discussion carried out in the

preceding section, we fix once and for all a procedure of reduction of singularities

£) £)" £)* ^ <£1- 5)» (12)

such that all the singularities of <£>" are simple. Furthermore the centers Co,..., C„_i
of the above indicated blow-up maps are supposed to be contained in the Singular
sets of the corresponding transforms of <£). Finally the choice of these centers is

made in accordance with the strategy detailed in Paragraph 4.2. In particular each Cy

(y 0,..., h — 1) is either a Single point or a smooth curve. Furthermore when the

center Cy is reduced to a Single point there cannot exist a holomorphic vector field
tangent to the foliation (<0^) and regulär at Cy, otherwise Cy would not be a bad point.
In fact, since Cy is a Singular point its orbit for the local flow of a vector field
tangent to the foliation and regulär at Cy would entirely be constituted by Singular
points of £)C Nonetheless O induces a family of diffeomorphisms preserving the
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foliation <2V since the vector field is tangent to <2)7 Hence, if Cy were a bad point,
all the points in its orbit by O would also be bad points what is not possible since
there are only finitely many of these.

Recall that X', 7* stand for the transforms of X, 7 under the composition tti o

• • • o tt/. Their associated foliations are denoted by 2^7 Finally the Singular set

of <27 will be denoted by Sing (27).
It is clear that the Singular set Sing (27) of <27 is gZofeaZZy invariant by the vector

Heids X\ 77 Let us begin with a sharper Statement.

Lemma 10. 7/*Z Zs a vector y^Zd tangent to <©7 ^Zzen ^Zze centor C/ Zs ZnvorZon/^

Z?y Z. /n par/fcwZar C/ Zs ZnvorZon/^ Z?y ^Zze vector ^ZeZcZs X7 7* oncZ oZso/or ^Zze

(l-cZZmen^ZonoZ)/oZZo^Zon^ 3^ ovsocZötecZ to ^Zzem, Z 0,..., /i — 1.

Proo/ Recall that Q c Sing (27) and that Q is either a Single point or a smooth
irreducible curve. Suppose first that Cy is a (smooth) curve. Consider a holomorphic
vector field Z tangent to <27. We are going to show that Z must leave Cy invariant
what will clearly imply that Cy is invariant by both X* and 2^ (since the vector

field X* can be divided by a suitable holomorphic function in the case where the
zero-set of X* has components with codimension equal to 1). To check this, note
that at a generic point of Cy the analytic set Sing (57) is smooth as well. Therefore
there are local coordinates (x, y, z) where this Singular set is given by {y z 0}
and, in particular, it locally coincides with Cy. Now a vector field Z as above must

preserve the Singular set Sing (57) of <27 so that it (locally) preserves Cy in the

(x, y, z)-coordinates. It then follows that Z must globally preserve Cy as claimed.

If Cy is reduced to a Single point, then we have seen that there is no holomorphic
vector field tangent to <27 and regulär at Cy. It then follows that both the vector field
X* and the foliation 2^ must be Singular at Cy. The Statement follows.

The following corollary will be useful in the sequel.

Corollary 1. + i Zs a pwnctoaZ Z?Zcnv-wy? Z^ZongZng to £Zz£ procecZwre (12), ^Zz^n Zfa

Center C; Zs a sZngwZar poZn^/or Z^Zz/oZZa/fons 2^, 2^.

In view ofLemma 8, we conclude that both X", 7" are holomorphic vector fields.
Also Lemma 9 combined with the preceding discussion implies the following.

Lemma 11. Swppose C; Zs contaZnecZ Zn a cocZZm^n^Zon 1 o/
zero-s^ o/X* (res/?. 77- TZzen X" vczrzZv/zev ZcZ^ZcßZZy over fAe cZZvZsor

(7T; + l o o 7T„)~*(Q).

Before starting the proof of the existence of Separatrices for <2), let us summarize
the Contents of the preceding lemmas. Recall that our aim is to reduce as far as possible
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the proof of the Main Theorem to the Statement of Theorem 1. Consider again the
resolution procedure (12). To conclude the existence of a separatrix, it would be

sufficient to show that for every irreducible component £ of the total exceptional that
is simultaneously compact and dicritical for 0", the foliation induced on £ by 0"
possesses a non-constant meromorphic first integral. As a further step towards the
existence of Separatrices in füll generality, let us prove:

Theorem 2. X, 7 and 0 as zn sfatemen/" o/Mam Swppose

X, 7 ongzn are zero. 77zen 0 povresses a separa/rü;
pavs/ng f/zrong/z f/ze ongzn.

Proa/ Let us begin with the reduction procedure (12). The first Observation con-
cerning procedure (12) is that the origin (0,0,0) e C ^ can be chosen as the center Co

of the first blow-up map. In fact, if a punctual blow-up centered at (0,0,0) e is

not compatible with the strategy of [Ca], then (0,0,0) is a good point for 0 <0®.

Thus, modulo reducing the neighborhood of (0,0,0) e C^, we can assume that all
Singular points of 0 0** are good points since there are only finitely many bad

points. This means that the reduction of the singularities of 0 0^ can be obtained

by means of the equi-reduction procedure. This is a 2-dimensional Situation (in fact,
there is a regulär vector field tangent to 0 0®) so that the existence of the desired

separatrix is already known. Thus we suppose henceforth that tti is the (punctual)
blow-up of (0,0, 0) G C^.

Next recall that the existence of a separatrix will be established provided that the

foliation induced by 0" on every compact, dicritical component of the exceptional
divisor has a non-constant meromorphic first integral. Because they are compact,
these components either coincide with jrf* (0,0,0) ~ CP(2) or are projected in

TT (0,0,0) by the sub-procedure 0 * 0". Because the linear parts of
X, 7 at the origin are zero, the transformed vector fields X*, 7* vanish identically
over 7Tj~*(0, 0,0). If, in addition, tti is dicritical for 0 0®, then it follows
from Proposition 1 that the foliation induced on this component by 0* possesses a

non-constant first integral. Naturally this latter foliation coincides with the foliation
induced by 0" on the same component. Now a simple induction argument based on
Lemma 11 shows that both vector fields X", 7" vanish identically over all compact
components of the total exceptional divisor. If P is one of these components that

happen to be dicritical for 0", then Propositions 1 and 2 ensure that the foliation
induced on P by 0" admits a non-constant first integral. The existence of the

separatrix then follows from Theorem 1.

Let us now consider the cases in which one of the vector fields X, 7 have a non-
zero linear part at the origin of C^. The existence of a separatrix for 0 can directly
be established in many cases. For example if the linear part of X at the origin is

hyperbolic and belongs to the Poincare domain then X is linearizable or conjugate to
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its Poincare-Dulac normal form. In any event it follows that X is tangent to finitely
many smooth surfaces passing through the origin. Since 7 commutes with X, these

invariant surfaces must be invariant by 7 as well so that they constitute Separatrices
for <£). However a systematic analysis of the vector field X is rather involved since
there are well-known subtleties concerning, for example, singularities in the Siegel
domain.

To establish the existence of a separatrix for <£) in the above case, we shall adapt
the proof of Theorem 2. The difficulty in doing so lies in the fact that the transforms
of X (resp. 7) may not vanish identically over (dicritical) compact components of the
total exceptional divisor what prevents us from applying Propositions 1 and 2. We are
then led to understanding dicritical blow-ups giving rise to (1-dimensional) foliations
without non-constant meromorphic integrals. Our first aim will be to characterize
these situations. The discussion can naturally be split in two cases according to
whether the center of the blow-up map in question is a point or a curve.

The case of a punctual blow-up. Let us begin with a simple lemma.

Lemma 12. Zi, Z2 Z?£ vector^Z^fa d^ned oZ?on£ (0,0,0) G Cl Snppose ^Zzotf

ZZneor po?t 0/Z1 (0, 0, 0) Zs <2 (constan/, non-z^ro) mwZrfpZe o/i?. Snppose, Zn

oddZ/ron, ^Zzotf [Zi, Z2] 0. 77*en Zn swZfa&Ze coorrfZnßtes Zi coZncZdes wZz/z 7? ond
Z2 Z?£cora£s o ZZneor vector ^ZeZd. 7n por/7cnZot z/TZze^Zr^t non-/rZvZoZ Zzoraogeneons

coraponen^ 0/Z2 Zs ZfaeZ/o ranZ/TpZe o/7?, £/zen Zi, Z2 ore poraZZeZ everywZzere.

TVoo/ Since the linear part of Zi is a non-zero multiple of the radial vector field,
there exists coordinates in which X 7?. The assumption on the commutativity of
Zi, Z2 together with the Euler relation (3) implies that the terms of order greater
than or equal to 2 of Z2 must vanish. Hence Z2 is linear. The lemma is proved.

So we are in the following Situation: Zi, Z2 are two commuting holomorphic
vector fields defined on a neighborhood of (0,0, 0) e and satisfying the following
conditions:

(1) The linear part of Zi at (0,0,0) e C ^ is not zero and is not a (constant) multiple
of the radial vector field.

(2) Zi, Z2 span a codimension 1 foliation 5).

(3) The blow-up tt of (0,0,0) e is dicritical for <£). Besides the foliation
induced by the transform <£) of <© on tt"* (0,0, 0) does not admit a non-constant
meromorphic first integral.

We shall prove:

Lemma 13. t/ncZer ^Zze prececZZng ossnrap/7ons, ^Zze/oZZotZon ZncZncecZ on tt~* (0,0, 0)
Zry <© coZncZcZes wZz/z ^Zze/oZZotZon ZncZncecZ on tt~* (0, 0, 0) Zry ^Zze Z?Zow-np 0/Z1.
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Proo/ Lemma 12 allows us to suppose that the linear part of Zi at the origin is not
a (constant) multiple of iL In particular the blow-up of Zi does induce a foliation
on 0,0). The lemma then follows from the fact that tt is dicritical for 0:
the foliation associated to the blow-up of Zi is tangent to the leaves of 0. In turn
the intersection of the leaves of 0 with 0, 0) are of dimension 1 (at generic
points).

Whereas 0 may not possess a non-constant meromorphic first integral, it pos-
sesses the following property:

Corollary 2. 77z£/oZZa/ron 0^-1 (o) ZraZwced on tt~*(0, 0,0) fry <0 Zs swc/z

singwZ<zn7y G tt~* (0,0,0) <?/0^-1(0) and eac/z (Zrra/wcZ&Ze) separafnx S

/or 0|^-i(o) S Zs contaZned Zn an <zZge&ra/c cwrve Znvanan/" Z?y

We are going to see that Corollary 2 will be enough to prove our Main Theorem.
The last Step before starting its proof consists of obtaining a version of this corol-
lary valid for the case of (dicritical) blow-ups centered over curves. In the sequel
the blown-up singularity leading to the Situation described above will be called a

singularity of type SING-1 for the corresponding foliation.

The case of a blow-up centered over a curve C. Let us now consider the case

of a blow-up centered over a compact curve C and dicritical for 0. Again 0
is spanned by a pair of commuting holomorphic vector Heids Zi, Z2 leaving C
invariant. We suppose that the foliation induced on the exceptional divisor tt~^(C)
by the transform 0 of 0 does not admit a non-constant meromorphic first integral.

Next consider local coordinates (x, y, z) about a generic point of C and such that
C is locally given by {x y 0}. In particular the first homogeneous component
Zi (resp. Z2) in the variables (x, y) can be considered as in Section 3. Here the order
of Zi with respect to the variables x, y is supposed to be either 1 or z<?ro. First we
need an analogue of Lemma 12.

Lemma 14. Zi, Z2 Zi vanZsAes' Zden/ZcaZZy over C
and ^ 0/Z1 vanaAZ^ x, y A <2 (consfan/, non-z^ro) rawZ/ZpZe

Zn aJJZft'ön, [Zi, Z2] 0 and fAdtf ^Aey span <2 codZmension 1

/oZZa/ron 0. TAen ^Ae ZZne<zr 0/Z2 ^Ae varZaAZes x, y Zs nctf z^ro. Ztesides
^AZs ZZnear p<2?t Zs nctf <2 (constan^) mw/rip/e

Proo/ The assumption concerning the linear part (w.r.t. the variables x, y) of Zi
ensures that the transform of the foliation associated to Zi itself is transverse to
the exceptional divisor tt~*(C). In particular, since Zi, Z2 span a codimension 1

foliation 0, the argument of Lemma 5 implies that the linear part of Z2 (w.r.t.
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the variables x, y) cannot be zero. Besides, since the transforms of the higher
order homogeneous components of Z2 (w.r.t. the variables x, y) vanish identically
over the same argument also shows that the linear parts of Zi, Z2 (w.r.t.
the variables x, y) cannot coincide up to a multiplicative factor. The lemma is

proved.

Lemma 14 allows us to suppose that the linear part of Zi (w.r.t. the variables x,
y) is neither zero nor a multiple of In particular the transform of Zi induces a

foliation on tt~^(C). In turn this foliation coincides with the foliation induced on
tt~* (C) by the transform <£) of <£). Now we have the following:

Lemma 15. T/TZ^/oZ/aZ/on fry <© on tt~* (C) Joes noZ adra/Z <2 non-consZanZ

raeroratfrpZz/c^rsZ ZnZ^graZ, zZzen, moJnZo perrawZ/ng zZze warnen 0/Z1, Z2, Zz/oZZows
zZzaZ Zi Joes no£ vamsZz zV/enZ/ca/Zy 6>ver C.

Proo/ As mentioned above, we can assume that the foliation induced by <© on
tt~*(C) coincides with the foliation induced on tt~*(C) by the transform of Zi.
Next assume that Zi vanishes identically over C. Then in the coordinates (x, Z, z)
for the blow-up tt^, it becomes clear that the leaves of the foliation induced on
tt~* (C) by the transform of Zi are contained in the curves {x 0 ; z cte}. This
contradicts the fact that this foliation does not admit a non-constant meromorphic
first integral.

Summarizing what precedes, we just need to consider the cases in which Zi does

not vanish identically over C. Since C is compact and Zi is holomorphic, it follows
that C is either a rational curve or an elliptic curve. Let us separately consider each

possibility.

a) <9/<2 raZ/omzZ cwrve: The exceptional divisor tt~*(C) is a Hirzebruch
surface (i.e. a fibration over CP(1) with über isomorphic to CP(1)). The vector field
Zi has singularities on C. The foliation induced on tt~* (C) by the transform of Zi
is transverse to the natural fibration of tt~* (C) over C. In other words, this foliation
can be viewed as a Riccati foliation on tt~* (C). In fact, it is tangent to a non-trivial
holomorphic vector field that projects on Zi. The nature of the generic leaf of this
foliation is therefore determined by the holonomy representation of the fundamental

group of C \ Sing (Zi, C) in PSL (2, C), where Sing (Zi, C) Stands for the zero-set
of Zi restricted to C. In particular, if Sing (Zi, C) is reduced to a Single point,
then C \ Sing (Zi, C) is simply connected so that the holonomy representation in
question is trivial. It then follows that all the leaves of the mentioned Riccati foliation
on TT"* (C) are compact and hence that this foliation has a meromorphic first integral.

It remains to discuss the case where Sing (Zi, C) consists of two points #2- In
this case the image of the holonomy representation is the cyclic group generated by an
element y of PSL (2, C). Besides the singularities of the Riccati foliation in question
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are contained in the invariant fibers sitting over gi, #2- Each of these invariant fibers
contains one or two singularities of the Riccati foliation. Now we have the following
possibilities:

(1) If y has finite order in PSL (2, C). Then all leaves of the Riccati foliation are

compact and this foliation possesses a non-constant meromorphic first integral.

(2) If y has infinite order and fixes two points in CP(1). A direct inspection
using blow-up coordinates (x,Z,z) shows that, in this case, the vector field
projecting on Zi and tangent to the Riccati foliation in question admits a non-
trivial component tangent to the fibers of the fibration. For a fixed über, this

component is naturally a linear vector field with two Singular points.

It then follows that, apart from the invariant fibers, the resulting Riccati foliation
possesses exactly two compact curves (associated to the two fixed points of y).
Each of these compact curves intersect each invariant über at a Singular point
for the foliation in question. In particular the Riccati foliation has exactly four
Singular points. Furthermore the foliation has two eigenvalues different from
zero at each of these Singular points. Finally through each singular points, there

pass two compact curves invariant by the foliation itself, namely the invariant
über and one of the two compact leaves that are not fibers.

(3) If y has infinite order and fixes a Single point in C P (1). Again a direct inspection
shows that the vector field projecting on Zi and tangent to the Riccati foliation
in question admits a non-trivial component tangent to the fibers of the fibration.
For a fixed über, this component is naturally a linear vector field with a unique
singular point.

In this case, each invariant über of the fibration contains a unique singular point
of the Riccati foliation. This singularity is a 2-dimensional saddle-node at it
possesses exactly two Separatrices (one of them being contained in the invariant
über). Besides, the fixed point of y in CP(1) represents a third compact leaf
L of the Riccati foliation (the other two being the invariant fibers). In total the
Riccati foliation possesses two singularities (contained in the invariant fibers)
and three compact leaves. Besides L intersect each invariant über at its singular
point so that L defines a separatrix for each of these singular points.

In the cases 2 and 3 above, we are going to say that C represents a singularity of
type SING-2 for the corresponding foliation. The corollary below summarizes the
above discussion by retaining the information needed for the proof of Main Theorem.

Corollary 3. Sn/?/?ose C <2 .szngn/on/y o//yy>£ S/ZVG-2/or fA^/o/zofion
£) (/br o/ved dzcrzYzcoZ AZow-z/p tt^). TAen fAe 2-dz>nmszonoZ/oZzo/Zon <0^-1(0
znbnc^b on tt~*(C) fry fA<? /rons/orzn 0/ <0 soft's/zes fA<? /o/Zowzng condzYzon: gzven
<2 szngz/Zorz7y /? e tt~*(C) 0/ <0^-1(0 ^ ZocoZ (z'rraiz/czAZe) S /or
£>|tt-1(C) ^ /A fAere emfa on coznpoct cnrve znvorzon^ fry 0^-1(0 confa/ns S.
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Remark 5. Here is a minor complement to the Statements of Corollaries 2 and 3.

Both Statements concern certain "linear" (1-dimensional) foliations on a compact
surface In turn £ is embedded in a 3-dimensional ambient equipped with a

codimension 1 foliation <£) whose intersection with £ induces the initial "linear"
foliation on Because these "linear" foliations on £ do not admit non-constant
meromorphic first integrals, their singularities cannot have both eigenvalues in Z +
In other words, these singularities are not dicritical (in dimension 2). This implies
that 3-dimensional blow-ups over centers containing the mentioned singularities will
lead to an exceptional divisor whose intersection with the transform of £ is a curve
simultaneously invariant by the foliations induced on £ and (if any) by the foliation
induced on the created exceptional divisor (in case the latter is dicritical for the

transform of <£)). In particular, if a leaf of the transformed foliation is followed from
£ to this exceptional, it must pass through a singularity of the mentioned transform
lying over the intersection curve and there are only finitely many of such singularities.

b) Case o/an eZZzp/fc cwrve: In this case the restriction of Zi to C must be

a nowhere zero holomorphic vector field. The terminology corresponding to this
case will consist of saying that C represents a singularity of type SING-3 for the

corresponding foliation. The only thing we need to know about this case is that the
foliation induced on tt~* (C) by the transform of <£) has no Singular points.

We are finally able to prove the main result of this paper.

Proo/o/Mß/n We resume the context used in the proof of Theorem 1 and

of Theorem 2. Let the reduction procedure (12) be fixed. In particular tti is supposed
to be the blow-up of the origin of C ^. The compact irreducible components of
the total exceptional divisor satisfy one of the following conditions:

(1) is invariant by <£)"

(2) is dicritical (i.e. non-invariant) for <£)" but the 1-dimensional foliation in-
duced on by <£)" possesses a non-constant meromorphic first integral.

(3) is dicritical (i.e. non-invariant) for <£)" and the 1-dimensional foliation in-
duced on by <£>" does not admit any non-constant meromorphic first integral.

As previously seen, the components belonging to the third group above arise from
blowing-up a singularity of type SING-1, SING-2 or SING-3 (for the corresponding
foliation) in the reduction procedure (12). Besides we can assume the existence of
irreducible components in the third group since otherwise Theorem 1 ensures the
existence of the desired separatrix.

Next consider a local analytic curve T transverse to the total exceptional divisor
and satisfying the same conditions stated in the proof of Theorem 1. We can choose
T such that its intersection with the exceptional divisor lies in a component that is

invariant by <£>" (for example add to the procedure (12) a "superfluous" non-dicritical
blow-up and resort to a 2-dimensional consideration as in [C-C] to guarantee the
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existence of T). As in the proof of Theorem 1, let us consider the (germ of) invariant
surface obtaining by "sliding" T over the leaf of 0". We need to prove that
can be globalized in an analytic set invariant by 0f This has already been done
unless iS intersects a component of the total exceptional divisor belonging to the

third group above. This intersection however can only happen at a singularity of
0" of type A (since type B singularities do not intersect dicritical components). In
this case, the "regulär direction 3/3z" of a type A singularity is transverse to the

component in question. The local continuation of is always possible and it
is performed by continuing S as one of the two Separatrices of 0" containing the
direction 3/3z. In particular the local intersection of S with is contained in a

separatrix of a singularity of the foliation 0^ induced by 0" on To deduce the

Statement, it suffices to check that the (local) separatrix S D £) of the foliation 0^
is actually contained in a (global) compact leaf of 0^,.. For this, note that must
arise from a singularity of type SING-1 or SING-2 (since the type SING-3 gives rise
to regulär foliations on the exceptional divisor). Now Corollaries 2 and 3 ensure that
the mentioned local separatrix is contained in a compact curve invariant by 0^..
The theorem is proved.

Motivated by the classical Situation of vector Heids in dimension 2, it is natural
to ask whether there must exist infinitely many Separatrices for a foliation having
dicritical components. Simple linear examples involving the radial vector field and

another linear vector field X shows that this is not true in general.

Suppose however that we are in the context of Theorem 1, i.e. we begin with
"sufficiently non-linear" vector fields X, 7 so as to be able to ensure that the condition
of the theorem in question is satisfied. For example, we assume that both X, 7 have

zero linear parts at a chosen singular point of the foliation 0 spanned by X, 7
(this singular point will be identified with (0,0,0) e C^). Consider the reduction

procedure (10). Then a careful reading of the proof of Theorem 1 makes it clear
that infinitely many Separatrices must always exist provided that there is a dicritical
component for 0^ that, in addition, is compact.

If none of the components of the total exceptional divisor that are dicritical for 0^
is compact, then the existence of infinitely many Separatrices may fail in accordance

with the following specific Situation: suppose that the intersection of n~*(0) with
a dicritical component £ (of the total exceptional divisor) is reduced to a curve that
is invariant by the restriction of 0^ to Indeed, this curve should be contained in
the singular set of 0*z Here the existence of a separatrix for 0 may be obtained
from the argument in [C-C] if there is no other dicritical component. In some sense
this Situation means that, although the exceptional divisor may contain dicritical
components, its intersection with n~*(0) is "essentially non-dicritical".

An interesting remark concerning the case where this Situation actually takes

place, so that in particular the Separatrices for 0 at the origin are obtained with the
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help of the method used in [C-C], is as follows: the Separatrices obtained through
[C-C] do not pass through a "generic" point of a Singular curve of <£) (note that this

curve has to exist otherwise n~*(0) will contain only 2-dimensional components).
In particular, these "generic" Singular points of <© will themselves have Separatrices
due to the preceding result even though X, 7 have non-trivial linear parts at these

latter singularities. With little extra effort, one can show the existence of rä^/raVeZy

raany (gerras o/) swz/aces invariant fry <© ara/ /rassräg direragZi "genenc" srägw/ar
poräfa e>/£). Naturally, in the above Situation, the origin is not "generic" among the

singularities of <£).
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